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Sponsored content is the play for iHeartMedia’s SoundBoard studio.  IHeartMedia is about to put its top programmers 
and air talent in a room with advertisers and agencies to cook up sponsored content that helps brands use audio to better 
tell their stories to consumers.  The company’s freshly minted SoundBoard studio places it in the role of a creative agency 
that helps marketers blur conventional distinctions between advertising and programming. The studio will tap syndicated 
hosts, such as Ryan Seacrest and Elvis Duran, local personalities and outside talent from music and entertainment, like 
actor/musician Jared Leto, to produce long and short-form audio, video and experiential content that can be distributed 
across platforms.  CEO Bob Pittman says advertisers have been asking “for more ability to craft original stories that leverage 
the power of sound.”  He says the new initiative, which will be available to iHeart’s top clients is “designed for a media world 
without walls.”  Initially that’s expected to involve short on-air clips that tease longer form online content, like the company 
already does with artist interviews.  “What iHeartRadio does for artists is exactly what we want to do for brands,” says 
recently recruited EVP/chief marketing officer Gayle Troberman, who is leading the initiative with president of entertainment 
enterprises John Sykes and SVP Vanessa Adamo.  “A lot of them have been saying to us, ‘Why don’t we have a sound 
strategy?’ And we think that’s the beginning of a really exciting collaboration to sell stories with sound.”  Read more from 
Troberman in the Inside Radio Q&A on page 5.  

Live music events offer big ROI for marketers.   Live events have been a growing part of radio’s revenue equation during 
the past several years — billings were up by double-digits percentages in 2014.  New research by media agency GroupM 
suggests music-related events will become even more attractive to marketers.   GroupM’s research shows music and brands 
are tightly woven into the consumer’s mind.  Music is rated more important than television, movies and social media. “The 
power of live music for brands and fans is just that — powerful,” GroupM EVP Jennifer Hageney says. “We believe that 
brands have just scratched the surface with what they can do to activate their music investments.”   The study found that 
brands that were part of a music partnership had a big return on investment.  Not only did the public have more positive 
feelings about a brand, but their propensity to buy a product also rose when a brand was tied to music.  ROI for music events 
topped that of award shows by 27%, sporting events by 15% and TV show partnerships by 14%.  The alliance also had a 
lasting impression with nearly a third of people who attended a concert or festival remembering the show’s brand partner. 
“This lends an entirely new perspective and importance on how every brand should be thinking about music as a part of their 
media and partnership plan,” GroupM VP Morgan Buksbaum says.   Between 2010 and 2014 the amount of money spent 
on live music partnerships by major brands has jumped by more than a third.  And IEG, the WPP-owned agency that tracks 
sponsorship spending, reports $1.43 billion was spent by brands at live music events last year.  
 

GroupM: Radio dominates upper demo music listening.  Music is the “omnipresent medium” with 93% of Americans 
listening to music at least once a week.  So where does radio fit in?  And what about streaming?  GroupM Next, the 
innovation unit of the media agency, has just completed a study showing FM/AM remains “the dominant player” for anyone 
aged 44 or older.  But for Americans under that cutoff, things are less clear cut.  Among the 18 to 24 year old demo, GroupM 
says its data shows digital downloads are tops, followed by streaming, YouTube, and then broadcast radio.   
 

Big Boy seeks a new neighborhood — and Emmis sues to keep him.   Emmis Communications has filed a lawsuit in 
California Superior Court against rhythmic CHR “Power 106” KPWR, Los Angeles morning man Kurt Alexander, known to 
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listeners as Big Boy, to block him from crossing the street to iHeartMedia.  The suit alleges iHeart 
offered him a lucrative deal to leave his Emmis radio home of two decades with the intention of building 
a new L.A. station around the personality’s brand.   Emmis claims its contract with Alexander gives 
it the right to match the offer put on the table by iHeartMedia — something the company says it has 
done — and now it’s asking a judge to issue an injunction keeping the 45-year old personality from 
moving to the competitor.  His current agreement expires February 28.   Emmis CEO Jeff Smulyuan 
says he’s “dismayed” by Alexander’s efforts to leave KPWR — the station discovered him working 
as a body guard more than 20 years ago.  “I am personally saddened by his actions and the impact 
they will have on our brand and our people,” Smulyan said in a statement.  The Emmis complaint 
doesn’t indicate which station could become Big Boy’s new iHeart home, and the company declined 
to comment on the suit.   But there may be signals the company is aiming to revive its urban “The 
Beat” brand on what’s currently rhythmic oldies “Hot 92.3” KHHT with the anonymous registration of 
the website 923TheBeatLA.com last week.

A big offer for Big Boy.    Emmis’ effort to keep longtime “Power 106” KPWR personality Kurt “Big Boy” Alexander will likely 
come down to whether a judge concludes its offer is “substantially similar” to what iHeartMedia is offering.  It also offers a 
peek into what some of radio’s top personalities are earning in 2015.  According to Emmis’ complaint filed in a Los Angeles 
courthouse yesterday, Alexander was offered $3.5 million in annual compensation to jump to iHeart.  The three-year deal 
would also include a 16% net revenue share once the newly-launched station starts making money, a commitment of $1 
million of marketing for the station a year, custom channels on iHeartRadio, $200,000 a year to develop video and TV 
projects, and access to the company’s private jet twice a year.  Alexander’s current Emmis contract says if the company 
ponies up whatever a rival offers, he agrees to stay at KPWR.   “Emmis wishes to continue its long-term, highly successful 
relationship with Alexander,” the company tells the court. While the legal fight moves forward, Emmis has pulled “Big Boy’s 
Neighborhood” off the air.  And the company says several of his show’s cast members have quit KPWR over the past few 
days. Night host J. Cruz is currently anchoring the station’s morning show.

The Power of Radio:  Auto dealer says radio’s working better than ever.  Car sales remained strong 
last month and while some brands are forcing dealers to spend more on digital, there’s a success 
story for radio from Los Angeles.   Premier Chrysler Jeep Dodge Ram, the owner of two dealerships 
in suburban L.A., bought time on CBS Radio all-news KNX (1070) and the results were “enormous,” 
according to the Southern California Broadcasters Association.   It credits a combination of logic and 
emotion — one :60 second spot focused on how long it takes at a dealership to buy a car.  The other ad 
was a holiday spot by general manager Larry West that didn’t hard-sell cars but rather used a personal 
story to urge men to get a prostate cancer screening.    “In my 20 years of being in the business, I have 
never gotten this kind of response from radio,” Premier general manager Larry West says.  The SCBA 
has stepped up its marketing of radio to auto dealers during the past year, although trade group president Thom Callahan 
credits the KNX sales reps for showing Premier the power of radio. And their efforts are paying off: the dealership signed 
a 52-week contract with KNX.  As for car sales nationally, there was no slowdown last month, despite the wintery weather.  
Analysts say vehicle sales increased 15% as lower gas prices and an improving economy helped power truck sales forward.
  

LDR rebrands as Futuri Media.   Six-year old LDR Interactive long ago grew beyond being a digital song-voting software 
company, and so it’s adopting a new name to reflect that evolution.  Futuri Media will bring several media technologies 
under its umbrella, including a growing social media, mobile and app development business.  CEO Daniel Anstandig says 
the new brand is designed to “reinforce our commitment to innovation.”   With that growth, Futuri is also bringing two new 
executives into its ranks, pointing out that everyone on its management team has at one time worked in local broadcasting.  
Former iHeartmedia EVP Brian Parsons joins as chief information officer.  He’ll work with chief technology officer Brian 
Seeders on new product and software development.  Futuri also hires veteran broadcast engineer Craig Bowman as vice 
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president of support, overseeing client services for the company.  The privately-held Futuri doesn’t release revenue figures, 
but Anstandig says it recorded a fourteen-fold increase in revenue during 2014.   The company is also now working with 
television stations and digital-only firms.  And with all the products it now has in the marketplace, Futuri says it reaches more 
than 100 million consumers a month.

Who’s winning the earbud battle?   Since the Walkman faded from use more than a decade ago, 
fewer mobile devices have included FM/AM radios.  NextRadio is working to change that by getting 
FM activated in smartphones, but new research shows the urgency of that mission.  Edison Research 
data shows owned music, from mp3s to CDs, now captures a majority (52%) of listening on mobile 
devices.   Listening to FM/AM programming — whether on devices that have a built-in broadcast radio 
receiver or via web streams — currently accounts for just 7% of mobile device listening.  Edison’s 
data shows use of internet-only streams capture five-times as much mobile listening.  That’s to be 
expected at some level, according to Edison which points out pureplays like Pandora and Spotify have 
essentially been crafted with mobile listening in mind.  The findings are based on Edison’s Share of 
Ear study of 2,021 Americans aged 13 and older who completed a 24-hour diary of their audio listening on an assigned day 
in October and November.   The sample includes English- and Spanish-language diaries that were completed both online 
and by mail using a paper diary.    Meanwhile, Edison Research says its Share of Ear studies have struck a chord with the 
industry and so it’s expanding the reports to once a quarter.
   

FCC reform begins again, but this time with GOP majority.  The congressional effort to modernize how the Federal 
Communications Commission operates begins anew today as former radio station owner Greg Walden (R-OR) translates 
his experience into legislation.  The House Communications Subcommittee, which Walden now chairs, will look to do away 
with studies that Walden says are outdated.  He’d also like the FCC to consolidate its collection of data from the various 
industries it regulates and fold them into a single, comprehensive “State of the Industry” report.  Walden would also require 
the FCC chair to detail the agency’s plan of action at the start of every two-year congressional cycle.  Walden’s bill doesn’t 
specify which FCC reports would be abolished.  “This bill is another important step in our efforts to cut red tape and 
modernize the FCC as we bring our laws firmly into the 21st century,” Walden says in a statement.  “A more efficient FCC 
will encourage further innovation, investment, and job creation, things that we can all get behind.”  The bill is largely similar 
to two previous attempts made by Walden.  He carried an FCC reform bill through the House in May 2012 and September 
2013, only to have it ignored by Senate Democrats.  The new Republican majority greatly improves the odds his proposals 
will become law, although there’s been no signal whether the White House will back the reforms.  
 

NFL vets land on radio line of scrimmage.  A pair of  NFL vets are taking different routes to launch new careers as radio 
broadcasters.  Marty Hurney, who spent more than 10 years as general manager of the Carolina Panthers, has reached 
an agreement with HRN Broadcasting to lease a pair of North Carolina stations.  Hurney will operate  “ESPN Radio 730” 
WZGV, Charlotte and WZGM, Asheville (1350), along with his business partner and on-air co-host  Lanny Ford, according 
to the Charlotte Observer.  Ford is also the general manager of WZGV.  After being let go by the Panthers in October 2012, 
Hurney has been working as a guest analyst on ESPN’s “NFL Insiders” since last March.  Meanwhile in San Diego, Nick 
Hardwick  used the occasion of his retirement from pro football  to announce he’ll co-host afternoons on classic rock KGB-
FM, San Diego (101.5).  Hardwick, who spent 11 years playing center for the San Diego Chargers, will co-host 3pm-7pm 
on the iHeartMedia station alongside Clint August.  “Laughing with Clint August and our afternoon drive listeners will be the 
most fun I could have at work, next to putting on pads and playing football,” Hardwick says.  
 

One show racks up 10 million podcast downloads in one month.   Listeners showed their growing appetite for podcasts 
by downloading or streaming “Invisibilia” more than 10 million times since its January 9 launch.  The NPR weekly show about 
the invisible forces that guide human behavior quickly earned its current status as the No. 1 podcast on iTunes.  From day 
one, NPR made “Invisibilia” available on all its platforms. It currently airs on more than 300 public radio stations and can be 
streamed in podcasts and web players. Excerpts have aired on several of the network’s most popular shows, like “All Things 
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Considered” and “Morning Edition.”   While the total number of podcast listeners remains small — last year Edison Research 
reported just 15% of Americans had listened to a podcast in the past month — those that are listening are consuming a lot 
of podcasts.  Americans who listen daily to podcasts listen to more podcast audio than any other form of audio, according 
to recent Edison research.  
 

Art Bell cues up a talk radio return.  Art Bell is getting back in front of the mic.  But will his “Dark Matter” show be on 
broadcast radio?  Bell’s not yet saying.   Two years after a short two-month foray into satellite radio, Bell says he expects his 
nightly (12am-3am ET) show to launch in July.   Sirius XM Radio has been holding the longtime fixture of overnight radio to 
a non-compete agreement after Bell said on his way out the door that too few people listened to satellite radio to make a 
call-in show viable.  For now Bell is saying his webcast will have fewer commercials than what his previous broadcast show 
featured.  “I am more than happy to have a smaller, higher quality show if that’s how it plays out,” Bell writes on his website, 
adding, “This will be a labor of love because I do dearly love talk radio.”  Bell hosted the syndicated “Coast to Coast” show 
off and on between 1988 and 2010, retiring four times before doing his final show for Premiere Networks.

Inside Radio News Ticker...Big quarter for Disney…ESPN Radio and Radio Disney owner Walt Disney Company wowed 
Wall Street yesterday with stronger than expected earnings.  That includes its media networks division, which encompasses 
the radio stations, which posted an 11% revenue increase in its most recent quarter ending December 27.  Total Disney 
revenue climbed 9% to $13.4 billion in what CEO Bob Iger called “yet another incredibly strong quarter” for the company  
...Agency vet joins AdLarge…AdLarge Media has hired ad agency veteran John Zamoiski to serve as the first-ever chief 
opportunity officer for the company.  AdLarge says his duties will include bringing new content into its fold as well as working 
on cross-platform sales efforts.   Zamoiski most recently was chief executive of his agency Bottlerocket Marketing Group, 
which he sold to Veronis Suhler Stevenson’s Brand Connections in 2012…More country for SoCal…Astor Broadcast Group 
has flipped its financial news simulcast of KSPA (1510) and KFSD (1450) to country.  KSPA becomes “Kik Country 1510” 
and KFSD becomes “Kow Country 1450.” The stations cover parts of San Diego and Orange County, CA…People Moves… 
Lincoln Financial Media AC “101.5 Lite FM” WLYF, Miami director of programming and operations Rob Sidney has signed 
a multi-year contract extension.  The deal makes Sidney LFM’s longest tenured programmer with more than 25 years of 
service to the company.   Read more People Moves HERE.
 

Programmatic buying may shake up political ad category.  Political ad teams have so far not seen 
digital as prime real estate for campaign ads, but their objections could fade thanks to programmatic 
buying.  While buying programmatically is, in many ways, still more concept than reality, Elizabeth 
Wilner, SVP at Kantar Media’s Campaign Media Analysis Group, says it’s partly behind a “notable 
shift” in the way politicians are thinking about digital ads.    In a column in the Cook Political Report, 
Wilner says there’s evidence some campaigns may embrace programmatic buying even more quickly 
than consumer brands.  That’s because buying digital has so far been too complicated to effectively 
manage and buy for their media teams.   However, Wilner sees difficulties in buying radio or TV ads 
programmatically, including lowest unit rate complications and price differences based on how much certainty the advertiser 
wants about when the spot will air. Will Feltus, of the Republican media agency National Media, says there’s less to gain.  
“Because there’s relatively little inventory to sell, technology isn’t going to add value to selling it,” he says.  But programmatic 
buying is seen as a digital conversation changer.  Shannon Lee, head of digital advertising at Democratic firm Precision 
Strategies, tells Wilner that programmatic is “comparable to direct mail.”  The result is political media agencies have been 
investing in the technology to make it reality.  It also means political strategists will closely track which outlets are reaching 
their targets, and cut those that don’t.   If nothing else, programmatic buying may alter timing.  Digital inventory is likely to be 
locked in earlier since the decision on when to pull the trigger and place the ad is easier with machine-to-machine execution.

—  Read More News, People Moves, Ratings and Job Listings at InsideRadio.com —
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THE INSIDE RADIO Q&A: GAYLE TROBERMAN
Joining iHeartMedia last October completed Gayle Troberman’s 360-degree view of the advertising marketplace.  She’s 
worked at the agency level (CMO of IPG Mediabrands) and as a brand marketer (chief creative officer at Microsoft).  Now as 
iHeartMedia’s first chief marketing officer, she’s  part of the leadership team behind the company’s new SoundBoard studio, 
tasked with creating branded content for advertisers.  

Inside Radio: How would you describe the demand from marketers for branded audio content?
Gayle Troberman: Marketers seem to have an endless appetite for branded content and new ways of telling their story.  Audio 
is almost a greenfield for them in that they haven’t been as invested in audio storytelling as they have been in video. A lot of 
them have been saying to us, “Why don’t we have a sound strategy?” And we think that’s the beginning of a really exciting 
collaboration about how you sell stories with sound.  

IR: How will the branded content that SoundBoard produces be different from what’s already in the marketplace? 
GT: We’ll tap into a lot of what we know works — interviews, artists and music and back stories and exploring behind the 
scenes.  And we’ll start exploring audio narratives and other types of cross-platform storytelling.  We’re really excited to start 
thinking about what live  audio means for a brand.  We can take those real-time stories, what’s hitting on social media, and 
broadcast those stories in interesting ways with clever packaging and production.  

IR: What types of live radio programming will you use to tell a brand’s story in a richer way?
GT: Every type of programing is potentially viable: comedy, music, education and tips and advice, 
interview formats and any sort of narrative.  We have a lot of research about how people are 
actually paying attention more with their ears  than they are with their eyes.  There are studies 
that say the human attention span has gone from 12 seconds in 2000 to eight seconds  today.  As 
human beings, our attention span has slipped below that of a gold fish. We think audio is a great 
way to capture short form powerful moments that we can broadcast out and help brands grab 
attention in a new way with the power of sound. 

IR: Is this a multi-platform play for brands? 
GT: We’ll tap into all of the platforms, from the powerful reach of on-air to online, in-app, to live 
events.   What will be real interesting is figuring out what the right push and pull is between live 
media and on-demand consumed media and live events.  Different stories will weave in different 
ways and that will be part of the way we can help brands reach audiences with the same ideas in 
the format and moment that is appropriate.  

IR: This is a marriage of creatives, radio talent and brands.  How will you choose who to pair with whom?  
GT: We do a lot of work today in data mining on audiences and appeal. It’s how radio works in making hits.   What iHeartRadio 
does for artists is exactly what we want to do for brands.  We want to mine our data and understand which audiences will like 
which types of music and types of stories and then find those audiences across all of our iHeartMedia platforms and do the 
right matching.  

IR: Branded content has to be a win with the listeners, too. How will you ensure it’s not a tuneout?
GT: What we aspire to do is to tap into the expertise we have in our program directors, our on-air personalities, our teams 
that know how to program the right content for the right format for the right market.  They will be a huge asset as we talk to 
brands and then work collaboratively with our network to bring those to market in ways that are authentic and will resonate 
with the audience and put them first. 

IR: There are government regulations on disclosing on-air content that’s sponsored. How will you deal with that?
GT: Great branded content is about telling great stories and owning those as a brand. It’s not about trying to be manipulative. 
The brands should be front and center and proud of the content we’re creating together and part of telling this story.  I don’t 
see this as a way to hide the brands. This is about overtly bringing the brands to life and giving them an opportunity to tell 
richer stories across platforms.   

IR: You say that “eardrums are the new eyeballs.”  So why is audio so underutilized by marketers?
GT: We have a lot of data proving to be false the assumption among a lot of clients that you have to see the product to want 
the product. We recently tested nine TV and nine radio campaigns for things as visual as a trailer for an action movie.  In eight 
out of the nine, the radio ads performed better for memory encoding, which is when the part of brain science most closely 
tied to purchase intent. Our ears are the unsung heroes in processing and remembering content.  For brands that’s hugely 
important.  Very often the most powerful reason to buy a product is word of mouth, someone telling you about it or giving you 
a reason. Audio has been highly underutilized in the marketing mix. It’s ready for a resurgence and we hope to go make that 
happen.  

This interview has been condensed and edited for space.  Read the complete Q&A HERE
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MORE OPPORTUNITIES 
@ INSIDERADIO.COM >>

MARKET MANAGER & SALES EXECUTIVES
Nashville/Memphis/Kansas City/Ft. Wayne/Modesto/

Fresno/Lincoln/Omaha

Bott Radio Network a national leader in quality Christian Talk Radio 
is seeking an experienced Market Managers & Sales Executives 
in several markets. The ideal candidate will have at least five years’ 
prior experience in sales management and outside sales. Candidate 
must have a proven sales in achieving team goals and individual sales 
goals. Must have superior leadership and communication skills, and 
the ability to train and develop top performing sales people to grow 
local and regional revenue. Must be skilled at prospecting, qualifying 
and closing new accounts, while servicing existing accounts, including 
effective scheduling, copywriting, exceptional account service and 
computer skills. Radio experience is preferred. If your experience is 
a good match, send your resume and cover letter to: 
 
Pat Rulon 
10550 Barkley
Overland Park, Kansas 66212

Or you may fax to Pat Rulon at 913.642.1319,
or email: prulon@bottradionetwork.com                   E.O.E.

KRNB AFTERNOON 
DRIVE PERSONALITY

Are you a multi-dimensional, 
superstar media personality? 
Do you “live” and “breathe” the 
“Smooth R&B” 25-54 lifestyle?  
Can you captivate listeners 
on-air, on social media and in-
person? Have you mastered PPM 
and appointment listening?  Do 
you seek every opportunity to 
engage listeners where they live, 
work and play? If so, Service 
Broadcasting may have a rare 
career opportunity for you. 
 
Our new KRNB Afternoon Drive 
Personality must know how to 
connect emotionally with listeners 
to positively impact ratings and 
relationships. This is a position for 
an “entertainer,” not a jock. 

Send your mp3, resume, 
references and social media 
links to: SBG HR Manager

Debbie Henry at 
jobs@KRNB.com

No phone calls, please. E.O.E.

DIGITAL SOLUTIONS SALES - ANY U.S. LOCATION
Triton Digital’s Publisher Development Team is responsible for 
building Triton’s audio publisher network through the direct-sale and 
licensing of Triton’s AMP Platform and Triton’s Audio Platform.

Success in this digital solutions role will require proven talent in 
sales, a knowledge & passion for digital media, as well as the ability 
to manage through a complex sales process. Strong communication 
& presentation skills are essential as well as an entrepreneurial desire 
to help prospective and current clients grow their business with Triton 
solutions.  E.O.E.

If the description above depicts you, 
send resume to: jobs@tritondigital.com

tritondigital.com/about-us/careers 

qual GENERAL MANAGER - MINNESOTA
Rare GM opening for Hubbard radio in northern Minnesota!

Hubbard Broadcasting, Inc. is looking for an energetic, motivated and creative manager to lead our five 
radio stations in Bemidji, MN.  As GM you will oversee sales, marketing and operations of KZY 95.5, Z99, 
KB101, WQXJ 104.5 and KBUN.  The last management team was in place for over 25 years so it’s a 
rare opportunity to lead our five strong brands in a robust and competitive market.  Sales background is 
preferred but not required.  The opportunity provides the best of both worlds—small market localism with 
major market resources. 

We can’t wait to hear from you!  Send letter & resume to: 
Dan Seeman, dseeman@hbi.com. Equal Opportunity Employer
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